Annex A

RYA National Powerboat Course Syllabus
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)“ ~Crew members minimirm number in high speed
craft, keej~iñg a look~out —
,
‘.

Understands

Displacement boats handling ahead and
astern c,~rrying way

S.

Loading: effect on handling and•performance,
‘effect on balance and trim, ®E Plate and
manufacturer’s recommendation’

Knowledge of:

Boat handling

Prepare the boat, lines, fenders, safety
equipment, fuel tanks, lines and secure gear
on board

Can:

Trailer parking

Care of trailer bearings, hitch, lashings, ties,
lights and winch

Steep/slippery slipways, beach launching,
lee shores

Number of pe?~on’s requi~Thto.iaunch/recover
Consfru~tion, width~and condition of slipway

Cbnsid~ation of launching ands’eaconditions.
including hazards and ob~tç~ctions

Use of a trailer or laiiinching trolley

unchin~and~redovery
Knowledge of

Section A
Practical
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continued overleaf

-‘

Signature of Instructor

..~

12 to 16 year olds will receive a Level 2 certificate which will be endorsed - The holder
should only use powered craft under the supervision of a responsible adult.

Minimum age: 12

Duration: 2 days

The course may be conducted in a variety of boat types, both planing and displacement,
and the certificate issued will be endorsed to show the type(s) of boat in which the
training took place. The ratio of students to instructors should not exceed 3:1.

Aim: To teach boat handling and seamanship in powerboats.

Level 2
National
Powerboat
Course
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Approach and secure to buoy

€an:

V
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Procedure when’overshooting

Crew communication
Making fast

U~è~of a boat hook
..M~thod~of approach
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~eparation of mooring wafp~

Understands:

Añ~horing
VL!Jnderstañds:
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Securing to a b~oy’
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Stowage and attachrnent~to boat

Types of anchor

-
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Depth of water holding ground scope required~’
•
~
Knowledge-of:
•‘
V
/~•..:;

Check hold~n~

..V-Method ofrapproach in various conditions
V Taking way 0, /
~
Crew com~picatioi~
~‘
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V

Carry out lov~ speed manoeu~’res in~iudIng
~ ~ ~4
• turning in a conflñëd:arêá, eff~ct’of ~ind on ~
V
V
bow and holdingoff. Demonstrate an awarene~S .
of the danger of fl6oding when goingrastern~
•
V
•,_VCarry out high speed’manoeuvre&including
V
S-turns and U~turns /
‘

Demonstrate the use of an appropriate length
kill cord at all times
V

Carry out pre-start checks, engine starting
and stopping
V

Can:

Planing boats: propeller angle and immersion,
shallow drive, high/low speed handling,
tiller/console steering

High speed manoeuvring: planing, trim tabs
and power trim

Steering, controls, effect of current or tidal
stream

Awareness of other water users, including effect
of wash
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Signature of Instructor

Signature of Instructor
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Preparation of anchor, chain and warp
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V&~current
~

V~
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CloseVdowh~procedure

V
V

Routine engine maiht&rancè~hecks,
basic fault ~Jiagnosis
V

Siting of~fuel tanks”f~el lines batteries wiring
fire extinguishers
~
V

~

Engines and drives advantages and disadva~ages
of outboard inboard and outdnve units—single and
twin screws choice~a~d usetof fuels~..
-,---

Types of craft: advantages and disadvantages
of different hull forms with respect to sea
keepirrg ability
•~

Knowledge oft

B

Section
Theory.

Approach and recover the man in the water

Carry out the correct return with awareness
of propeller

Observe the man overboard

Take immediate action

Can:

Recovery-of man overboard

VV,~V~

Use spnngs
Leave— ahead,or astern

Man overboard
Knowledge of: ~

V

r~1ak~fã~t~alongside

Can

Method of ~pproach in tidal stream

Wind effect~

Speed and angle of approach

Preparation and use of painter, lines and fenders,
attachment to boat, stowage under way

Understands:

Leaving and coming alongside

Weigh anchor correctly

Approach and anchor correctly

Can:

Weighing anchor
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Signature .f Instructor

Signature of Instructor

Signature of Instructor
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Kno~A~dge of:’
Pilotageáñd passag~jplannin~”

~ ionC
Coastal

Tides and tidal streams

Charts, chart symbols, buoyage systems
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Apply Section ~on boastal waters
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Use steering and hand bearing com~5asse~

Can:
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Apply IRPCS principally rules 5 7 8 9 12 19

R~’pe~vork
•~‘. ‘c’
9’
~
~Disf~ess signals and the Mayday call
Can:
— ~

CG66 Small Craft~Safet9Scheme
,.OUnderstands:

~
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Fire precaution~and fire fighting’

Towing and ~éing towed

Adrift — alternative means of propulshn

Emergency action, preventing sinking
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Signature of Instructor

Signature .f Ins tructer
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The practical exercise detailed in the diagram overleaf shows the manoeuvres required to
be demonstrated during the practical assessment. Candidates are expected to show that
they understand the principles of each manoeuvre ~ Failu~e to successfuNy complete a
manoeuvre at the first”~ttempt”~ill not necessarily~k,es~ in overall failure but a timely
awareness of rthe need to abort an exercise and try again is imp&tant

Practical assessment of all candidates for Level 2

Candidates seeking assessment on coastal waters will demonstrate a knowledge and
practical application of Section C.

Communication with other craft — hand and
sound signals

Disabled craft

The candidate must complete the practical exercise described overleaf, and satisfactorily
answer questions on Section B.

The candidate should have the equivalent of at least one full season’s powerboat
handling experience.

Section D
Direct assessment
for experienced powerboat
drivers

Awareness of other water users

Understands:

Sources of weather information

Application of local byelaws, especially around
commercial shipping

Use and limitations of GPS

Advice to inland drivers about coastal waters
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Search
Working at Sea Leisure and the Seaside Ships and Cargoes Emergency Response News and Publications About Us
You are here: Home > Leisure and the Seaside > Sport > Sailing > Regulations

Regulations
Although the recreational sector is largely unregulated, some legislation applies to all craft, whether
commercial or recreational. The following regulations specifically apply to pleasure craft. Pleasure craft
can be considered to be vessels that are used for sport or recreational purposes only and do not
operate for any financial gain to the owner. A more extensive legal definition can be had by reference
to the Merchant Shipping (Vessels in Commercial Use for Sport or Pleasure) 1998 as amended.
This page gives advice and some detail on what regulations apply. More specific information can be
obtained by consulting the relevant regulations or by contacting the MCA.
Note - If more than 12 passengers are carried, irrespective of whether payment is made, the vessel is a
“passenger ship” under the Merchant Shipping Regulations. A passenger may be considered as
anyone onboard not involved with the running of the vessel. If it is intended to carry more than 12
passengers, notification should be made to the Agency’s local Marine Office. On a case by case basis,
the local Marine Office may consider the granting of an exemption from the applicable Passenger Ship
Regulations for a pleasure vessel carrying more than 12 passengers, on an occasional basis.

Safety Equipment
Pleasure craft of less than 13.7 metres in length are not covered by any statutory requirements as far
as lifesaving or fire fighting equipment is concerned. At 13.7 metres in length and over they are,
however, obliged to comply with the Merchant Shipping (Life-Saving Appliances for ships other than
ships of Classes III to VI (A)) Regulations 1999 and the Merchant Shipping (Fire Protection: Small
Ships) Regulations 1998 respectively. These vessels are classified as being Class XII in these
Regulations.

SOLAS V For Pleasure Craft
On 1 July 2002, some new regulations came into force, which directly affect pleasure craft users.
These regulations are part of Chapter V of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea,
otherwise known as SOLAS V. Most of the SOLAS convention only applies to large commercial ships,
but parts of Chapter V apply to small, privately owned pleasure craft. The following requirements
apply to all craft, irrespective of size. If you are involved in a boating accident and it is subsequently
shown that you have not applied the basic principles outlined in this document, you could be
prosecuted.

Voyage Planning
Regulation V/34 ‘Safe Navigation and avoidance of dangerous situations’, is a new regulation. It
concerns prior-planning for your boating trip, more commonly known as voyage or passage planning.
Voyage planning is basically common sense. As a pleasure boat user, you should particularly take into
account the following points when planning a boating trip:
Weather: before you go boating, check the weather forecast and get regular updates if you are
planning to be out for any length of time.
Tides: check the tidal predictions for your trip and ensure that they fit with what you are planning
to do.
Limitations of the vessel: consider whether your boat is up to the proposed trip and that you have
sufficient safety equipment and stores with you.
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Crew: take into account the experience and physical ability of your crew. Crews suffering from
cold, tiredness and seasickness won’t be able to do their job properly and could even result in an
overburdened skipper.
Navigational dangers: make sure you are familiar with any navigational dangers you may
encounter during your boating trip. This generally means checking an up to date chart and a
current pilot book or almanac.
Contingency plan: always have a contingency plan should anything go wrong. Before you go,
consider bolt holes and places where you can take refuge should conditions deteriorate or if you
suffer an incident or injury. Bear in mind that your GPS set is vulnerable and could fail at the most
inconvenient time. It is sensible and good practice to make sure you are not over-reliant on your
GPS set and that you can navigate yourself to safety without it should it fail you.
Information ashore: make sure that someone ashore knows your plans and knows what to do
should they become concerned for your well being. The Coastguard Voluntary Safety
Identification Scheme (commonly known as CG66) is also free and easy to join. The scheme aims
to help the Coastguard to help you quickly should you get into trouble while boating. It could save
your life.

Radar Reflections
Many large ships rely on radar for navigation and for spotting other vessels in their vicinity. So,
whatever size your boat is, it’s important to make sure that you can be seen by radar. Regulation V/19
requires all small craft to fit a radar reflector ‘if practicable’. If your boat is more than 15m in length,
you should be able to fit a radar reflector that meets the IMO requirements of 10m2. If your boat is less
than 15m in length, you should fit the largest radar reflector you can. Whatever size your boat is, the
radar reflector should be fitted according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and as high as possible to
maximise its effectiveness.

Life Saving Signals
Regulation V/29 requires you to have access to an illustrated table of the recognised life saving
signals, so that you can communicate with the search and rescue services or other boats if you get
into trouble. You can get a free copy of this table in a leaflet produced by the MCA, available at
www.mcga.gov.uk , or you can also find it in various nautical publications. If your boat is not suitable
for carrying a copy of the table on board (because it’s small or very exposed), make sure you’ve
studied the table before you go boating. Larger boats should keep a copy on board.

Assistance to Other Craft
Regulations V/31, V/32 and V/33 require you to let the Coastguard and any other vessels in the vicinity
know if you encounter anything that could cause a serious hazard to navigation, if it has not already
been reported. You can do this by calling the Coastguard on VHF, if you have it on board, or by
telephoning them at the earliest opportunity. The Coastguard will then warn other vessels in the area.
You are also required to respond to any distress signal that you see or hear and help anyone or any
boat in distress as best you can.

Misuse of Distress Signals
Regulation V/35 prohibits misuse of any distress signals. These are critical to safety at sea and by
misusing them you could put your or someone else’s life at risk.

Navigation
With respect to navigation and collision avoidance any vessel that proceeds to sea, irrespective of size,
is required to comply with the Merchant Shipping (Distress Signals & Prevention of Collisions)
Regulations 1996. It is of paramount importance that all vessels at sea comply with the International
Regulations for the Prevention of Collisions at Sea. These are contained within the Merchant Shipping
regulations that also set out the penalties for non-compliance, which could be a fine of up to £50,000
in serious cases. The Regulations require that all vessels that proceed to sea are correctly provided
with, and exhibit, navigation lights, shapes and sound signalling devices consistent with the vessels'
length, type and circumstances. Navigation lights are required if the vessel is likely to operate at night
or in poor visibility by day. Owners should ensure that the lights they provide on their vessels are of
approved types, also that they are displayed in their correct position(s) on the vessel.

Manning
Provided it meets the following requirements a pleasure vessel which is less than 3000 GT has been
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exempted from the Merchant Shipping (Safe Manning, Hours of Work and Watchkeeping) Regulations
1997:
Vessels of = 24 metres length and = 80 GT should comply with the manning requirements set out
in Merchant Shipping Notice 1802 and Marine Guidance Note 156 for deck and engineering
requirements respectively. Additionally, from 31st December 2005, those ratings required for the
safe manning of the yacht will also need to comply with MGN 270.
A vessel < 24 metres length or 80 GT need not comply with the Manning Regulations.

Crew Agreements, Health & Safety at Work and First Aid Kit Requirements
Any pleasure yacht of any size and with 5 or more paid crew, undertaking non-coastal voyages will
require crew agreements and crew lists. Further information is given in MGN 149. MGN 111 provides
information on the requirement to maintain an up to date list of crew at an address in the UK.
Additionally, where paid crew are employed on a UK flag vessel then occupational health and safety
regulations provisions apply, principally the Merchant Shipping and Fishing Vessels (Health and
Safety at Work) Regulations 1997 (SI 1997 No 2962). MGN 20 gives information and advice. For such
vessels the requirements of the Merchant Shipping and Fishing Vessels (Medical Stores) Regulations
1995 (SI 1995 No 1802) also apply with detailed requirements set out in Merchant Shipping Notice
MSN 1768 (M + F).

Pollution
The requirements of the international pollution prevention regulations (MARPOL) apply to all vessels
but for pleasure vessels no survey is required. The Merchant Shipping (Prevention of Pollution by
Garbage) Regulations 1998 set out what garbage can be thrown over the side and where, under
MARPOL Annex V regulations. Further information is given in MSN 1720. Under a new EU Directive, all
vessels will have to put waste in a waste reception facility before leaving a port.

Further information
Merchant Shipping Notices (MSNs) and Marine Guidance Notes (MGNs) are available on the MCA
website Regulations are available via the Internet at: www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/stat.htm Any
further questions can be addressed to MCA Fishing and Code Vessel Safety Branch, tel: 023 8032
9139, fax: 023 8032 9447 or email at codes@mcga.gov.uk.
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